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COLLECTIONS BY TYPE

Electronic Collections for Calendar Years 2010 -2016:

Average number of Electronic Collections per year – 5,036,632
Average dollar amount of Electronic Collections per year - $985,627,655.26

Average number of Paper Collections per year – 1,529,868
Average dollar amount of Paper Collections per year - $393,468,404.56

DISBURSEMENTS BY TYPE

Checks for Calendar Years 2010 - 2016:

Approximate number of active members with checks disbursements – 50,646
Average number of checks issued per year – 163,819
Average dollar amount of check issued per year – $31,348,351.96

Direct Deposit for Calendar Years 2010 - 2016:

Approximate number of active direct deposit accounts in PACSES – 95,850
Average number of direct deposits issued per year – 2,803,266
Average dollar amount of direct deposit per year– $784,477,245.15

Stored Value Card – EPPICard for Calendar Years 2010 - 2016:

Approximate number of active EPPICard accounts in PACSES – 173,499
Average number of EPPICard deposits per year – 3,814,721
Average dollar amount of EPPICard deposit per year – $636,411,043.15

COUPONS BY TYPE
Calendar Years 2010-2016

Average number of Employers’ coupons issued per year – 674,790
Average number of Non-Custodial Parent’s coupons issued per year – 555,623

NOTICES PROCESSING
Calendar Years 2010-2016

Average number of Notice Processing issued per year – 36,352